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ABSTRACT 

Spark chambers were used to detect !: 0 + K 0 production by 

1T- me.sons on hydrogen in the 1'1'- momentum range 1200 to 1400 MeV/ c. 

Differential eros s -section measurements are presented. The differ en-
\ . 

tial cross sections remain unchanged, within the limits of statistics, 

from 1200 to 1400 MeV /c. A measurement of the !: 0 polarization 

indicates that the polarization may be changing rapidly with beam 

momentum, but poor statistics prevent establishing this conclusively . 
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I. INTRODUCTION. 

A. Purpose of Experiment 

The ~ 0 polarization experiment was conceived as a preliminary 

to anothe.r experiment - a measurement of the ~A relative parity, 

which requires polarized ~ 0 1 s. 

The ~ 0 polarization is obtained from a study of the most

common ~ 0 decay mode 

~o· _. A o + '( . 

The ~A relative parity can be obtained from a study of the rarer 

Dalitz-pair decay mode (branching ratio:::= 1:180) of the ~ 0 

(1) 

(2) 

.Both of these measurements were to be attempted with the same ··experi

mental apparatus. Although the polarization data presented here in

dicate the presenc~ of ~· 0 polarization, there are not enough events 

of type (2) to permit the parity determination. 

The method of this experiment was to observe (in spark chambers)· 

. decays ( 1) and (2) of ~ 0 1 s produced in the reaction 

at :rr momentum near 1.3 BeV/c. These events were :identified by 

their charged secondary products:. 

Ko _. 'IT++ 'IT-

lead conversion ,• 

or 

~.0-

Such events are identified by two vees (A 0 and K 0 ,decays) and a pair,:. 

of tracks emerging either from the lead (conversion pair), or the pro- ·· 

duction vertex (Dalitz pair); they are then confirmed by kinematical 

analysis. 

.., 

•! '·.n ., I ' } '~ 
• • "" !' ~·'>: 

• .. • ~ l 
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B. Polarization Theory 

Consider first the ·most-common decay·mode 

~o- Ao +'{. (1) 

This is a parity-conserving electromagnetic transition. Because the 

~ 0 1 s are produced in the parity-conserving strong interaction 

(3) 

~ . ,.., ~ .~ 

any ~0 polarization,· P~, must be in the direction N cc ~Xk·~, i.e., 

normal to the ~° K 0 production plane. The angular momentum of the 

photon must be along its direction of motion, so angular-momentum con

servation will cause the A polarization to be in directions other than ·-P~. It is therefore convenient for the density-matrix formalism to be 

employed, whereby polarization in an arbitrary direction may be repre

sented as an expansion in eigenstates of s2 . 

The sigma state can be represented by a spinor x~ for which 

'the density matrix is 

t 1 - -= X~ X~ = z (1 + ~~ . 0' ) • (4) 

The lambda is represented by a spinor XA = T X~· where T 

is the transition matrix for this decay (1), and the density matrix for 

the lambda is 

( 5) 
,1.",, 

The lambda polarization is 

FA = Tr (p A c;-, = Tr (T_p~ T t a)', (6) 

where Tr means trace. 

To find the form of the transition operator T note that it must 

be scalar £or even ~A parity and pseudo.scalar for odd ~A parity. 

In the rest frame of the ~ the available vectors are k, the direction 
~ ··. 

of the decay 'Y· and e, wher.e e~is: the;~.pho.ton. el.e~t:rJc·.:or~.p.olariza:tio_n vector, 
. ~ A tloo. '#It 

and the pseudovectors are P~ ~J:l~ J:l= k X e._ With the requirement 

that T be linear in e (the vector potential A is linear in ~. and the 

. -· interaction Hamiltonian is linear in A) the only forms possible are 

~-
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even parity (T scalar} 

. -+ .... 
T cc a · e odd parity (T pseudoscalar). 

Evaluating these expressions is straightforward and gives 

(J?A) = - - ;.)n. - P::B + 2 (P::B • e·ven 

(J?A) = - - .... .... 

- P:E + 2 (P::B · e)e odd. 

Because the photon polarization is practically unmeasurable, 

(7) 

( 8) 

( 9) 

( 10) 

; and~= kXe are unknown., Averaging either (9) or (10) over all 

possible directions of ; gives 
1 

<
- \ - ....... 
P A) = - (P::B • k)k . ( 11) 

The ::B 0 polarization was calculated by means of this expression~:<, the 

A polarization being measurable from the a~ymmetric distribution, I ;r' 

of pions in A decay:· 

. 1 [ .... J I;r(cose) = 2 1 + a. A (P A· k~) , ( 12) 

where cose = P A k;r. Here k;r is the direction of the decay pion in 

A 0 _,. p + iT-. Thus the sigma polarization is obtainable from measure-

· ments of N, k, and kiT for a sufficiently large set of events . 

.C. ::BA Parity Theory 

In Eqs. (9) and (10) we saw that for decay (1) the lambda polar

ization (which is measurable) is correlated with the photon polarization 

(which is not measurable) in a way that depends on the ::BA relative 

parity. S~veral authors have shown that, in Dalitz decays of the ::B 0
, 

,' ' ' " • ', ~ '' • o I ' ' ' .' • '; : ; ' : • 
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"memory" of the photon polarization is retained in the relative orienta

tion and momenta ., 'of: the pai;r~• 3 The calculation is complicated be

cause the ·pair is .produced by a virtual photon that has longitudinal com_; 

ponents and nonzero mass. 

In order to see the analogy between the photon and Dalitz-pair 

parameters consider the schematic diagrams of Fig. 1. 

For the case where jk(e+)j = jk(e-)j, Sucher andSnow4 found 

expressions like (9) and (10): 

~ . ~ ,.. ;.. 

- P~ + 2 (P~ ~ q)q even ·~A parity {13) 

odd ~A parity, ( 14) 

where 
.... - + - -k o: k (e ) + k (e ); 

qo: k (e+)- k(e-); ·. 
and 

.... ..... ,.. 
no: kXq 

The vector q is in the direction of the electric field between the electrons 

and is analogous to e in Eq. (8); thus the n1 s are comparable. The two 

parity cases are switched because the fermion-antifermion pair produced -is pseudoscalar. When P A is averaged over the invariant-mass distri-

bution of the pair, the result is 5•6 · · 

(
-: \ .... -+ ...::.. [.... -+ .... .... -+ "" ] even 
P N = - k (P~ · k) + 0.43 n (P~ · n) -m (P~ · m) odd ( 15) 

For this general case of unequal electron momenta, q is no longer per

pendicular to k as in (13) and has been replaced by ~= kX;;_. This is the· 
. ' 

.a 

expression required for the ~A parity to be measured by our spark- ~ 

chamber technique because it requires no momentum measurement of the 

electrons. Notice that one need not even know which is the electron and 

which the positron, because (P A) is bilinear in m and ;_. A calcula-. 

tion of the number of Dalitz-decay events required for the parity to be ·• 

measured by this method is presented in Appendix A. 

Since this experiment was performed, a ~A parity measurement t.. 
. 7 has been reported by Courant et al., who used the Dalitz-pair invariant-

mass distribution from ~ 0' s produced by K- mesons stopping in the CERN 

80-cm hydrogen bubble chamber rather than the angular-correlation method 

discussed here. 
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-· ..... q = k ( e•) - k ( e-) ---

Doli tz decoy 

Fig. 1. Diagram showing 2: 0 decay and parameters. 
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Although the two. methods depend upon the same calculational 

approach, the invariant-mass distribution relies on detailed assump

tions concerning .the electric form factors. Since the correlation 

method is free from. such assumptions, it provides an independent 

check of the CERN result. The analyzing coefficient 0.43 in Eq. (15) 

is actually an average over the invariant-mass distribution of the pair. 

For any particular invariant mass, it is
5 

where k is the invariant mass and m the electron mass. · In 
~ . e 

principle k can be measured for each event, but in any case it is 
~ . 

clear that the method is insensitive to the distribution of k . More
~ 

over the experiment of Courant et al. has established the:: distribution of 

k, 
~ 

\ -

/ 

.• 
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II. EXPERlMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHOD 

A. Overall Description of the Experiment 

The. experimental technique was to photograph secondary 

products of the reaction 

in spark chambers. A beam of 1T mesons from the Bevatron passed 

down the beam channel (Fig: 2) and ent~red the experimental apparatus 

(Fig. 3). The beam interacted with protons in· the liquid-hydrogen target 

and secondary particles passed through the semi-cylindrical spark cham..: 

bers and were counted by the' array of scintillation counters. When sig

nals from the detecting counters satisfied the electronic logic (Fig. 4), 

a high-voltage pulse was applied to the spark chambers and the resulting 

spark tracks were photographed. 

B. Beam Design 

The beam optics were designed to maxim~ze:_,,: flux in·a narrow 

momentum region while confining the beam at the hydrogen target to a 

region 1 in. high by 5 in. wide. Also considered were the advantages of 
v 

placing the high-pressure Cerenkov counter at a focus and the need for 
. . 

an analyzing magnet just upstream of the experiment to permit a beam mo., 

rrientum measurement of each photographed event. 

The 1T beam originated from a 2 -in. diam copper target 

flipped into the 6-BeV circulating proton beam of the Bevatron just 

upstream of the west straight section. Negative particles produced' at 

0° enterec;i the beam channel at the beam window, Fig. 2. 

The principal lens elements were an 8-in. quadrupole doublet, 

0 1 , placed as close as possible to the Bevatron to maximize angular 

acceptance, and a similar doublet, 0 4 , which refocussed the beam 

onto the hydrogen target. Two 8-in. quadrupole doublets 0 2 and ·Q3' 

constituting a field lens, were placed on either side of the gas Cerenkov 

counter (at the focus of Q 1) to minimize dispersion losses. 

Momentum selection was provided by 8-by-16-in. aperture 

bending magnets M 1 and M 2 near Q1 and a4 . respectively; M 2 
was placed just upstream of the experimental apparatus. 
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Fig. 3. Experimental arrangement with a photograph of an 
event superimposed. 
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Fig. 4. Electronics block diagram. 
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The geometry of the liquid hydrogen target (allowed bea.m area 

1 inch high by 5 inch wide) allowed considerable horizontal dispersion 

caused by the Be:vatron' s magnetic field. 

Helium was maintained at atmospheric pressure along the beam 

channel to minimize Coulomb scattering. 

C. Experimental Apparatus 

1. General Picture· 

The liquid-hydrogen target and detecting apparatus are shown in 

Figures 3 and 5. Beam particles passed through a channel in fiducial 

box G [Fig. S(a) and (b)] where they were seen in beain chambers BC, 

and interacted in the liquid-hydrogen target F. Mirrors BM show the 

90° stereo view of the beam tracks. Charged secondary reaction 

products passed through the semicylindrical spark chambers (which 

were normally behind field lens L) and were seen as spark tracks. 

Mirrors S provide a 90° stereo view of the tracks; the spark light is 

reflected around the gaps by the hand-polished plates. A photograph of 

a typical event in these chambers was superimposed on Figu.re 3, and a 

full frame is shown in Figure 6. 

The 48-member array of scintillation counters detected charged 

particles. If a given minimum number (usually set at 5) counted with a 

coincident beam track, the electronic logic produced a high-voltage pulse 

to trigger the spark chambers. 

2. Target 

The chief design consideration for the target was the need to 

minimize the mass to be traversed by both the beam and secondary 

particles. Because high multiplicity o{-~.econdaries was used as the 

triggering criterion, it was important to minimize construction mate

rials in the beam to reduce high-multiplicity stars caused particularly 

by interactions ·of the beam with heavy nuclei. 

In addition there was the requirement of minimizing construction 

materials in all directions within the solid angle of detection. The parity 

. measurement requires establishing the orientation of the plane of the 

Dalitz pair. Because the mean opening angle of the pair is ~ 6°, the 

allowed Coulomb scattering per electron is about 3°. Thus the target 

was made small and thin-walled to reduce multiple scattering and gamma 
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ZN -5 005 

Fig. 5(a). Experimental apparatus. Counter array has been 
pulled back from target and the spark chambers removed. 
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T BM 

,!~ 

I D D 
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I 0 D I N ID 
L ~ s ! A 

BC 

A. Anti counter , A 1 L. Field lens projecting 

B. Beam counter, B2 over cylindrical 

BC. Beam chambers chamber position 

BM. Mirrors for stereo M2. Bending magnet, M2 

view of beam chambers N. Nixie lights 

C. 48 counter array S. Locations of stereo 

F. LH 2 target mirrors 

G. Fiducial box I. Iron shielding plate 

MU B-5632 

Fig. 5(b). Diagram of Fig. Sa. 
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Fig. 6. Photograph of an event. 
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conversions; it was made small also to make A 0 and K 0 vees visible 

in the chambers ~or easy identification, but scanning arid resolution 

difficulties negated this advantage, as discussed in Sec. III.C.4. The 

flask was a cylindrical Mylar bag, 3 in. in diameter and 5 mils thick, 

supported by Lucite wedges in a 3.5 in. diam, 30-mil aluminum vacuum 

jacket that was evacuated below 0. 02 micron; 

3. Spark Chambers 

Four parallel-plate spark chambers -one at each end of the 

fiducial boxes upstream and downstream of M 2 -defined the incom

ing beam and permitted determination of the momeritum .. o£ each photo~ 

graphed beam track to better than 1o/o. Each beam chamber, had four 

3/8-in. gaps. Iron plates 1-1/2-in. thick at the apertures of Mz 

shielded the beam chambers f;rom stray magnetic field . 

. The c9ncentric semicy~indrical chambers, Fig. 3, con1p:r:ised the 

primary detection device. Figure 7 is a ~hotographo£ the outer chamber. 

The chief design consideration that led to .the unusual cylindrical geom

etry was the desire to maximize the solid angle of detection. 

The inner spark chamber had four 3/8-in. gaps; the outer had 

six. The plates were polished aluminum foil 3 mils thick cemented 

into slots in the 7/8-in.- thick Lucite end and side pieces. Ninety

degree stereo viewing was provided by two 45° mirrors. To help 

differentiate similar tracks in the mirror view, optical baffles were 

placed radially, one in each gap, at different azimuths. These baffles 

proved to be unnecessary, however, because the tracks were distin

guishable by variable spark densities and clarity differences caused by, 

attenuation on multiple reflections around the cylindrical gaps. For. 

rigidity and protection from mechanical damage, the chambers were 

.covered with 30-mil aluminum plates with windows of 2~mil aluminum 

foil in the beam channel. 

Between the inner and outer chambers the chamber-support 

·frame had slots to hold a removable plate of lead, {semicylindrical, 

1/16-in. thick).~hich had a window to pass the incident 'IT- beam. 

The purpose of the lead was to\ convert gamma rays from ·the decays 

~o_. Ao + y. 
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ZN - 5007 

• 

Fig. 7. Oute r semicylindrical spark chamber. 
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The gas was a commercial mixture of 10% helium' and 90o/o 

neon. 

4. Fiduciaf Boxes 

The fiducial boxes (the downstream box can be seen in Fig. 5) 

were rigid structures of 1/2 in. aluminum and .1/2 in. Lucite that 

secured a co~venie~t and firmly fixed optical system. ·Shelv.es suppor

ted the beam chambers and machined slots held the stereo mirrors. 
. . ·. 

The downstream box contained beam-coincidence and anticoincidence . . 

counters; holes were cut in it to pass the inCident beam and others were 

cut between the beam chambers and their stereo mirrors. 

5. Momentum Determination 

The momentum of each photographed beam track was determined 

from the bending angle in M 2 as shown in the mirror views of the up

stream and downstream beam chambers. Wire orbits were photographed 

in the actual setup to establish the bending angle -momentum rele~:tionship. 

In this way the momentum of each event is measurable to better than:. fo/.o, 

being limited by the precision of the beam track measurements. 

6. Triggering System 

To trigger the high-voltage pulse to the spark chambers, the 

electronic logic, Fig. 4, required a coincidence between the beam 

coincidence, alpha, and the array, (11Adder11
, in Fig. 4), and sometimes 

U and D as explained below. 

The array consisted of 48 scintillation counters 3/8-in. -thick, 
. . 

which densely surrounded the semicylindrica:l chambers. They were 

varied in size approximately inversely as the expected localflux of 

particles to minimize events lost by .more than one particle going through 

the same counter.· 

The beam counters were: 8-by-4-by-1/4-in. scintillators. B 1 
. "-" 

and B 2 ; 1-in. -thick anticoincic:I,ence counter A 1 ; and gas Cerenkov 

·counter C having left and_ right. channels . CL and CR. The beam 

coincidence (alpha) required B 1 , B 2 , noA1' and CL or CR. Photo

multiplier tubes (RCA 6810.A) were. the light-detection elements in all 

counters. 
. v v 

The high-pressure gas Cerenkov counter (C) holding 450 psi nitrogen 

· discriminat~d ~gai~~t, K~~,-p~ ·.and .. othe;r slow·,backg:to.und;1.c~Qthe.r ::anti-eounters, 

tried and rejected, included A 2 , just ahead of the target;·~ in the beam atthe 

.·' 
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: a,rray;: and-water' .C~rerikov counters in the beam 10;£( dowristreapl o'f::' 
. .. ·. •' . ' . i ~. ··.·::: ... . ; .~ ':·. t . .:•: ._ ..... .. ,.-:: _; )·_.;"-1,;_-~ .. . :·· )_ .. _ .. ' ·. ~·' '·: •. ,·_·· ... •·.. . . . 

the array .. Counter. A 2> i\vas•discarde?- :in~n effort tq save events with: 

. a bac~ward pi f;qin_th~ ... -K 0 d~~ayi'.th~se ev~nts late:r;-.. proved 'io be_ u~-·:·.· 
'. '·. ;" . . -.. . ._· ~ ,. . . ' ";·~ . : . ·.: .· ' . . . . ~ . . . . . .. 

resolvable. Counter A.3 _was .discardec1 beca"ll.~~- itinterfered exces-

siv~ly ~ith .the beam ... >·The water cotinters·were r~moved because t,hey 

... increased the trigger .tim~ and did nbt.reduce; thetrigger .rate. 

When it was s~en during the experimentthatdata accumulated 

too slowly to permit· separate. pol~rization a!ld pa.ri!y/measurements, 

'.· '" 

.... _ .... 

: .. 

. ' 

_;·_', 

.. 
-~ ~ .. 

'·'·· 
r'.:. counters U and D ·~ere installed around the .. targe~ i~·trigger coin;-: 

ddence. Their purpqse was to enhance th~ ratio 'of Dalitz pair to . 

gamma de·c~~s detect~d w~ile permitting higherbeamrates. by-reduCing 
·:._ 

-:- .· 

·. · ... : 

. "' ~ . 

·the background by means of the· mo_re stringent triggering requirement; · 

the enhancement results from the fact that' Dalitz electrons are counted . . ,. '' . . . . . . 

in U and D, whereasgainma~rays are not. It was hoped that, by con- .·: 
.. ~ . . . . 

· · centrating on one momentum for which there was evidence of pol~riza-

: : tion (1325 MeV/c), a·sim~ltane~us polarization and parity me~sure-
. . . /. . . . 

ment could .be done . 

.. :.· 
,. t-'. •._ 

..... 
:.. ... ., .. · 

· .. 
: ,.;II<J' 

. ··-, 

--.:, ...... -:. D. Electronics 
'''. 

,-/ 
~-

Logic. ···· ·· · i ·· "\: .1. ..... .-
.... ' . ·•. -· . I·, ·.· .. 

On the electronics .block -diagram (Fig. 4), the spark chamber , ;' . 

. . trigger is shown to re~uir.e. , B
1

, B
2

, CL or CR' 11:0 anticounters·, and:. ' . · '.,. 

_the adder output p:rOdu~ed-: .. by .. fi~e o~- more ~rrkt)r counterS; target:· coun~er .. ~, ~\ }·· -; :.-

··• U and D we.re requiredd~ring part o~ the :unning. . · ··.:.· :.· 

The trigger was.initiated by gatn.ma coindden.-ce, which also. , 

. ~, - . 

···-.· 

triggered the Fast OffGate, which , 
....•. ·. '·!· 

a. Initiated the camera advance mechanism; 
. ··. 

. ~ " . .·. ~ ..... 
b. . Turned off several s c<tlar gates; , . . ·< · · , ... 

c .. Triggered the Slow Off Gate; which turn:ed off gamma and severa:l 
. ·'. _, - ,_ .. ·:- .... 

~; . 

. scalar gates until the camera.- ~as fully advan~ed t~ the next fr~me,· . '· ~' ·. · 
. . . -.· . ... '. . . . .· ' . ,; . 

whereupon the Camera-Advance. reacti~ated the Slow-OffGate. ~~·~·,~ .• ,, 
< ' 

. . ,. · :2~. 'Adder -:" ~ ~ ~ 

~ ·- - ,'J 
·.·_ ... 

. ,_ .. -· ;_ 

. .-·,:· 

· The hea:rt of .the triggering system. ·was: a:50 ~cha~el adder-dis- ..... -, · .. ·~ · 

. c~iminator which limited·, added, and di.scriminat~d th~ sum of output ·'.·:·: , :.'(·.~ 
pulses from the .48 array counters. It was set to require !ive or· more . 

' · input pulses; 
..... · .,. 

I· 

. . . ...... ... 
. ''\- :;. 

'' 
i' 

f 
. ;r. 

·' ._. 'l ·. f; 
.• ; J .· .. 

. ...... :.;'~ 

.~· . . ~~ ' ~ . . .. 



The schematic of this unit is shown in Fig. 8. Its response·· 

curve is shown in Fig. 9, which illustrates its ability to count high

multiplicity pulses accurately. 

3. Spark-Gap Capacitor Bank 

Obtaining high.,..multiplic_ity ~park tracks of good quality (four 

to six particles per chamber) requires high.:.energy low-rise-time 

high-voltage pulses to the spark chambers. 

A 15-kV low-inductance capacitor bank of three spark gaps 

triggered the spark chambers .. Figures 10 and 11 are a photograph 

of the bank, and a circuit diagram for one gap, respectively. Each 

gap controlled three decoupled banks of up to ten 4000-pF 30-kV barium 

titanate capacitors (Sprague No. 6134). The capacitors were mounted 

.on copper sheets, the high-voltage sheets running only 1/8 in .. from the 

·ground sheets to minimize inductance. Each 40 000-pF bank fed six 

50-ohm coaxial output cables. For this experiment the banks ,were 

run at partial capacity, with 40 000 pF for the 10 000 pF cylindrical 

spark chambers; and 3000 pF for each of the 7 50-pF beam chambers. 

The banks supplied 15-kV.negative pulses. A spark-chamber clearing 

field of+ 22 V was used. Gap efficiency varied from about 98% ~ith 

one track in the chambers to 70o/o with six tracks in the chambers. 

E. Optics and Camera 

1. Layout 

The layout of the camera, mirrors, and chambers is shown in 

Fig. 12. The camera views the experiment at A· through mirror N. 
. . 

A small mirror S, attached to N, superimposes the plan view of the 

upstream beam chambers onto the picture .. A complete frame of an 

actual event is shown in Fig. 6. 
A 5-ft diameter plano-convex field lens o£30-ft focal length 

was machined from Lucite, polished, and cut to fit over the down

stream fiducial box and semicylindrical chambers. 

2. Alignment Procedure 

The system was designed to be rigid to minimize alignment 

problems. The fidueial boxes were of rigid structure and were hung 
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Fig. 8. Circuit diagram of adder-discriminator. 
Capacitances are given in microfarads. 
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Fig. 9. Adder resolution for high-multiplicity inputs. 
Counting rate o£ discriminated output pulses is 
plotted against discriminator setting. The exist
ence o£ plateaus demonstrates the discrete levels 
o£ pulse height. 
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ZN-5006 

Fig. 10. Photograph of three-spark-gap capacitor bank at 
partial capacity . A one-foot measuring stick is shown 
for size comparison. 
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Fig. 11. Circuit diagram for one spark gap. 
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/ 

Upstream beam chambers ;;; 
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Field lens 
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7 
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9' 

N 

MUB-4699 

Fig. 12. Plan view o£ apparatus and optical arrangement. 
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from the ends of a. 2 -in. -thick aluminum plate bolted to the top of M.2 . 

Final optical alignment was achieved by adjusting the fiducial boxes 

until, as seen through the camera, pre-etched fiducial marks on the 

fronts of the boxes were aligned with mates seeri in the mirrors on 

the side surfaces. 

3. Camera, Film, and Exposure Data 

The camera was a modified Flight Research Model 4c. With a 

film-advance cycle time of 40 msec it was capable of taking as many as 

ten 35-mm frames during the 0.4-sec Bevatron beam spill time. 

The experiment was light shielded and exposure was made with 

an open f/8 lens on Dupont 140B film with Microdol development . 

. Brightness losses. caused by mirror or plate reflections were compen

sated for by neutral density filters placed over the various views .. The 

. direct view of the semi-cylindrical chambers and the mirror views of 

·the beam chambers were covered with 0.3 density filters (intensity factor 

of 2) and the direct views of the beam chambers were covered with 0.6 

density filters.(int~nsity factor of 4). 

About 1. 6 million events were photographed; the polarization 

measurement was made from about 300 L:°K0 events obtained from 

1.2 million photographs taken with the lead converter in place~ 
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•• ·?· .. •:. :." ·~f::· > Scanning <. ::: >: ·. 
1~ Gene.ra.'i Di~c·u·s~ion .~.·.<·. . ·:· • .. ·.·• 

. ~ \ . 

·, .. .. ,._. 

The triggering l;)a~kground was sc(high (~ 40oo: 1) that a large 

scanning effort was re_qui!ed .. ··_The measuring load was reduced by 
knowledgeable scanners who rejected, before measuring, events that .. 

. ·appeared to be either kinemati~ally or. topologically impossible. As· 

. --~ -~-· 

( :-.' 

.~· : 

. _,, 

lt turned out, about seven events were measured for each fit found.' :.:.·-·' '!"",.· ... 

l ·;· 

~ . . ' 

·.;, .·. 

,The solution adopted was prescann~ng of the fllm with simple qualitative t. ~ ·._ 

~election rule~ and the~ second-scanning. by another group of scanners · 
·-.-~ ' -: .. 

·armed with an understanding of the kinematical and geometrical criteria 

and of the cylindrical geometry. ~~--

2. Scanning Instructions 
. . 

a. Pres canning. Pres canners selected events with four charged· 
•:.' 

' . ,, '~ 

secondaries plus gamma-conversion products, i.'e,_, tracks appearing.· 

only in the outer sein.icylind;ic~l ~hamber and cbnverging at the lead, 

. which could therefore represent gamma-conversion electrons. The' 
. . . 

pre scanners also used spark-counting criter:la to reject events having 

multiple-beam or fragmentary tracks. 

,· 
.. ' .. 
_·; 

~ ~ ·.' ... 

b. Second Scanning. Se·cond scanners chose events to be· 
.-..--· 

. ·, ~ . 

measured "from those events selected by. the prescanners. They under-' ... ·.·: :. ; 

stood the production and decay processes, used kinematical cutoff rules,·. 
. . . . ·. 

and also knew detailed construction techniques to establish the allowed 

· ·range of apparent curvature of tracks in the cylindrical geometry, as 
. . 

discussed·in Sec. IlL A. 3. They rejected events whose four prongs 

intersected the incoming pion track within a 1/8 -in. circle, events. 

which clearly originated outside· the targ~t, and events for which it was 

not possible to make A0 and K 0 vees. 

3 .. Scanning Problems , 

It would be a simple. matter to instruct scanners to look for vee·s 

.. 

'•' · .. 

;.;:. .; .. 

were it not for the cylindrical geom~try, whichcauses straight tracks ::-;· , . 

·: to apP.ear curved, iri. general, in. the ~irror view. Figure.13 illustr:ate·~·: , '·. ~.:. 
the effect; it is a photograph of a be.am track passing th~ough the syste~;'•' , ..... .' 

· .. ~ . 
interacting with the cover of the chamber and sendingbackward a charged. 

f .. 

I 
I 
I 

.. ·1. 

-. ~ . 
·-'·· 

'-;" r.,_ 
·' .. , ... 

. . 



secondary, whose path appears hyperbolic in the mirror view. The 

equation of a trac:k as seen in. the mirror. is 

·.· 2 
R 

. 2 
(Z - z 0) .. ·. 

2 tan .~ 

.. 
(The variables are shown in Fig .. 14.) Evidently ·an tracks appear 

( 16) 

~ ..... -~. 

curved in the mirror except those which are radial (b = 0) and/ or 

without dip (Z == z0., ~ = 0). In practice, tracks coming from the target 

region are nearly radial and appear straight. 

Second scanners were taught constructions to establish limits 

·on the curvature possible to a track inside the chambers in the region. 

where the track is not seen; by means of these constructions, events 

that looked topologically imposs:ibl:e could frequently be rejected .. 

·· B. Measuring 

1. SCAMP Measurihg Devices 

Events selected by second scanners were measured on SCAMP II 

and SCAMP III digitized measuring protractors. With these devices the 

measurer sees the event projected on a ground-glass screen. He con

trols a translating film stage and a rotating fiducial reticle; a single 

setting on a spark track records on magnetic tape the orientation of 

the track or fiducial line and the film coordinates of one point. Various 

constants and event codes were set on a parameter board. 

2. Measuring Problems 

a. Hyperbolic tracks. It was not necessary to fit a hyperbola 

to each cylindrical chamber track to. solv:e the problem of curved.tracks 

in the mirror view. It was sufficient only to measure three coordinates . 

of two points ori. each track; on the SCAMP parameter board the me as

urer recorded the numbers of the spark-cham?er plates that were at 

the eri.ds of the segment of track he us7d for the measurement. In the 

track reconstruction program, the intersection of the track lines.~ with 

the plate surfaces determined two sets of x,y, z coordinate points per 

track, and thus the question of track curvature wa:.s avoided. 

' ; 

.... .• . . ~··. .,... ._ 
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Fig. 13. Photograph of hyperbolic track image. 
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Mirror views 

Direct view 

MU B-5742 

Fig. 14. Distortion of a straight track by the cylindrical 
geometry. Lambda is the track's actual dip angle 
and apparent asymptotic dip angle. 
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b. Lead scatters. The scattering point of a track that scattered 

at the lead was used by the measurer to supplement the inner chamber 

sparks. 

b. Hidden tracks. If the location of a track was ambiguous, e. g.; · ., 

if a track was hidden in one view by one of two other tracks, the me as-

urer set on both of the possible locations; the fitting program analyzed the 

event separately for the two cases. 

d. Poor tracks. Provision was made for tracks that were 

poorly determined because of broad sparks, faintness, or obscuration. 

The measurer set on such tra.cks twice, expressing limits on the possible · 

positions~ The settings were averaged and the measurements themselves 

were used as expressions of increased error to be assigned to the track.· 

e. Inner-plate.effec.t. An interesting effect, which was not 

·actually a problem, was seen in the cylindrical chambers. For track-to

plate normal angles greater than :::::: 30°, the spark did not follow ·the particle 

path, but usually originated from the point where the particle path crossed 

the inner (smaller: radius) of the two plates bounding the gap. This. effect 

could be seen readily for any nonradial track by extrapolating the track in 

from the outer chamber, where it was more radial, to the inner chamber. 

The regularity of the effect probably improved the accuracy of track 

··measurements, but is not easily understood. The only explanation that 

offers itself is that the electric field is greater at the smaller radius 

by enough to initiate the avalanche there most of the time; the field 

variation across the gap is about 10o/o in the inner chamber where the 

effect is generally seen. Pairing of sparks opposite one another in 

succeeding gaps was seen with extreme clearing fields, but the inner

plate mode was the normal condition at the clearing field used, which 

was selected empirically for maximum ·gap ef~iciency. 

At track-to-plate-normal angles greater than :::::: 60°, the resolu-. · 

tion is decreased by multiple sparks which occur spread out along the .. · , . 

track .. 
' . .-· . ,. 

~-

'·' 

-~ ·-
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C. Selection of Events 

L Resolution 

Event separation was difficult because of the high background. 

Furthermore the momentum and charge sign of every outgoing particle 

was unknown, and none of the vertices (production vertex and decay 
()' 0 

vertices of the A and K ) was seen, except those for occasional 

decays of neutrals in the active region of the chambers; thus the pro

duction angles of all three neutrals were unknown. [The conversion 

electrons scattered so much in the lead{::::: 12° per electron) that their direc

tiQnS· .we.re·· .. not~ ·useful for providing a measurement of the production 

vertex.] 

Attempts to select events by means of a kinematical calculation 

plus some simple geometrical checks sh~wed a severe mixing of back-

ground (of ?rder 25o/O);·moreover additionaLai:ribiguity (:::::·20%) 'occurred betwe.~il 

K 0 and A 0 or between p and rr from A 0 decay.. The kinematical 

variable used as the fitting criterion was the angle between the track 

of the measured proton and the calculated proton, the latter determined 

kinematically from the angles of the othe.r particles and the beam-track 

. momentum. Hereafter this variable is referred to as the error angle. 

Figure 15 shows a distribution of events in the error angle of the· 

best solution with rough checks on the topology and vertex location. The 

background was intolerable and: a simple fitting program was written. 

2. Fitting Program 

The purpose of the program was reduction of. the background to 

amacceptablelev.el and recovery of events with specific tracks known to 

be poorly determined. 

Errors were assigned to the end poi~ts of each track as freedom 

o£ motion perpendicuiar to the track. A standC~:rd error was assigned by .. 

the program; it depended on the track-plate angle and the length of the 

tracks. The measurer could specify larger limits on the position of an 

ill-defined track. The gamma-ray conversion point and the beam track 

were not movable in the fitting procedure because .the fits were insensi

tive. to the former, and the latter were very well determined. 

Fitting the ~° K 0 hypothesis was tried for every possible per-. 

mutation of the four heavy particles [rr- rr+ (K 0 ) and p rr- (.L\.0 )]. The 
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Fig. 15(a). Distribution of events in proton error angle 
with crude geometrical checks. (b) Distribution of 
selected events in error angle. (The two distributions 
do not represent the same size sample.) 
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events were characterized by two parameters a chi-squared obtained 
. . . 

from kinematical fitting based on adjustment of track-space angles 

only, and a topological-checkparameter based on the translational ad

justment of the tracks into the correct topology, but an overall fit to 

each event was not attempted. The angles of the tracks were believed 

to be known better than the translational positions. 

Computer time was minimized by ending the calculation for a 

given permutation whenever any of several parameters exceeded a 

cutoff, for example if the chi-squared just to adjust the tracks into 

vees was too large; also, quantities calculated for _one permutation 

were saved whenever possible for use with another permutation at the 

expense of program simplicity. Running time on the UCLRL IBM 7094A 

was about 4 sec per, event. 

3. Selection of Events 

At first the chi-squared distribution was unexpectedly wide. 

This effect was found to be caused by small-angle multiple scatters 

at the lead that were not noticed by the mea_surer_p~. The multiple . -
Coulomb scattering at the lead was calculate_d from the computed track 

momenta. Most events had one or more tracks where the measurer 

did not detect scattering at the lead but the calculated Coulomb scatter

ing angle was one to ten times the angular error allowed to the track. 

Let M be the measurement error expected from the rms projected 

multiple Coulomb scattering angle calculated for a track o£ given 

- momentum traversing the lead plate. Let E be the angular error 

allowed to the track measurement by the fitting program. The ratio 

(R) of M/E (largest value for each event) was strongly correlated with 

the poorness of fit; it was inferred that ID:easurers·were missing small 

scatters. These events were remeasured under the assumption that 
. • t 

such tracks did scatter. Reasonable chi-squared distributions resulted. 

If the sacttering ratio, R, was greater than 20, that combination of 

tracks was rejected as impossible, so that the lead provided a crude 

. momentum analysis. 

A solution was rejected if the path length of any particle in the 

hydrogen exceeded its calculated range. This and the scattering ratio 

limit of the last paragraph proved to be powerful in resolving ambiguous 

solutions. 
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Finally, any events with ambiguous solutions were rejected. 

4. Checking Event Selection with Program FAKE 

To check the programs and statistically check the selected 

events for bias, program FAKE, 9 a Monte Carlo program written to_· 

. simulate events in the LRL 72-inch bubble chamber, simulated :E°K0 

events. The multiple.:.scattering and chamber geometry features of 

the program were dropped by changing an input code. The experimental 

-geometry was imposed on the Monte Carlo e~ents and they were analyzed · 

by the fitting program. Various problems such as ambi-guous solutions . , 

were investigated. Various distributions were plotted for the simulated. 

events and compared with the same distributions for the genuine events. 

The only statistically_significant differenc~ between the two sets was 

. . an _experimental Selection bias against long-path-length neutrals·_ 

essentially against those decaying in the chambers. Tracks which 

appear in only two or three gaps before scattering at the lead give 
'' 

poor resolution. The difference disappeared when decays in the cham-

•: 

.. ~. 

' ... -~-

. . ~· . 
,: . 

bers were omitted from both sets. Polarization bias cannot be caused 

by this type of effect, so these events were not omitted from the polar.;. 

ization sample. 

,: .' ·~. . . :.-

The differential cross -section of :E°K0 production was esti-
. i 

mated by correcting the actual angular distributions with geometrical 

efficiencies (obtained from the Monte Carlo .events) for·various pro-

. duction angles; a severe geometricaLcuto££ was instituted for the pur

.· pose of eliminating scanning and triggering bia'ses. 

: 5. Background 

The worst type of backgl"ound event is 71'- ·+ p -· A 0 + k 0 _ + · . v 

. accidental y simulated by interaction of the lead with a stray gamma ray:.· 

or neutron. When this type of interaction passes as :rr"" + ·p- :E~ + K 0, 

· any A polarization will cause apparent p~larization in the simuiated -
' . . 

:E 0's. A search was madefor accidental outer-chamber tracks ori film 

of straight-through events at high beam rate. No significant production 

of this type of track was seen, possibly 1%; a Monte Carlo calculation 

established the probabilityof a A 0 + K 0 +accidental y faki~g a :E°K0 
· 

,I 

. ... : .• ~ . 

..... 

•' .. ~. 
··.;. 
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at 15%, so that the contamination of A's should be less than 1%. A 

A°K0 rr 0 background is not as trouble.some because the A's are not likely to 

. be polarized; the_probability of faking :E°K0 was 20%. With a cross 

section of only ~ .01 mb, contamination from these events should be 

less than 1o/o. Most of the background was from stars and quasi-stars 

(star with one or more secondary scatters) originating mainly in the 

target walls and chamber plates . 

D. Analysis of Selected Events ,,, 

1. Polarization Analysis by Maximum-Likelihood Method 

The :E 0 polarization (see Sec. II. A.) was analyzed by a maxi

mum-likelihood program for the IBM 7094. 

The decay angular distribution of a polarized A0 is 

1 - <' I(cos e)= 2 [1 + aA (PA. KlT)] ' (12L 

where :K is the direction of the decay pion in the A center of.mass. lT . 
With this expression, aA is. known experimentally to be negative. The 

A polarization is 

( 11) 

where k can refer either to ky or kA because (11) is bilinear ink. 

Combining (12) and (11) gives. 

I=~ [1 -: aA (P:E · k) (k· krr)] ·. ( 17) 

Equation (11) is in the center of mass of the sigma and (12) is in the 

center of mass of the lambda. Equation (17.) is permissible providing 
~ A. 0 . 

. we measure P:E · k in the 'Z center o{ mass.- Problems of the 

relativistic rotation of the A0 . polarization vector t~n be avoided by 

transforming the A0 and rr first into t}le :E 0 ce~ter of mass and 

then into the A 0 center of mass to evaluate (k; krr}. 

We thus write a likelihood function 

. ( 18) 

where i denotes the value for.the ith event. 
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2. Differential Cross Se~tions. I".· .. ,, 

·. 1r .• ..:. ·'¥ ····-

Differentialcross:. secti~ns were-obtaJned by. correcting th~ 

angular d~st~~but~o~ ~·ith:the geb~~t-ri~ai effi·d.~nCies. ~btaihed from 
' ' ' ·~ ' . . l . :. 

. the Mont'e Carlo events. Cosine power-series fits to the production 

angular distributions were obtained. 
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IV. RESULTS 

·.A~ Cross Sections; Adder Efficiency 

This experiment was not designed to provide total or differen-

. tial cross sections. Total cross sections are difficult to measure be'"" 

cause of uncertainty in the triggering efficiency of the adder for the 

various -sized counters, secondary interactions of particles with the 

apparatus, and uncertainty in the conversion efficiency of the lead. 

The total ~°K0 cross section, was calculated, however, as a check 

on the efficiency of the adder; from a lead-conversion efficiEmcy of 22o/o, 

appropriate branching ratios, and geometrical efficiencies from the 

. Monte Carlo events, a total cross-section of 0.22 mb averaged over 

all momenta is obtained. This is in agreement with recent results 

which indicate a value around 0.24 ± 0. 02 (Ref. 1 0). 

Differential cross sections were obtained by selection _of events 

with: (a) no decays}n the chambers, to elimir:ate scanning biases 

against these; (b) ·no partiCles hitting the Lucite side and end pieces· of 

the spark chambers, to eliminate triggering biases caused by particles 

missing counters and by interactions in these plates and to eliminate 

scanning biases against·particles with oblique track-to-plate angles; 

and (c) no particles with laboratory angle greater than 90°, to eliminate 

triggering biases caused by particles missing the counter array. The 

statistics were especially poor in the forward direction, becauSle for

ward sigmas produce fast lambdas, ~hich are likely. to decay in the 

chambers, and because backward K 0's tend to have sho·rt paths and 

wide-angle decays. These differential cross sections are presented in 

·Fig. 16 along with those of Anderson 11 and Binford et. a1.10 The data 

of this experiment at 1275 MeV/ c are normalized to 228 f.!.b for com

parison with Ref. 10. The data at 1325 and 1365 are normalized to 

225 f.Lb for convenience. Cosine power-series coefficients of the curve.s 

of Fig. 16 are presented in Table I and plotted against beam momentum 

in Fig. 17. 
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Fig. 17. Coefficients of cosine power-series fit 
da /dn = L AL cos L (}plotted against beam momentum. 

L 
The data from which these points were plotted are given 
in Table I. The points at 1275 MeV/c are from Ref. 10. 
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p1T.,.. 

Coefficient 

Ao 

~ ~ ~ 

1125 

Binford a 

13.4 ± 5.8 

Table I. Coefficients of cosine power-series fits. 

1T- + P _ z:: o + Ko 

1170 !225 1275 127 5 1325 

Anderson b Binford a Binford a This exp 1t This exp 1 t 

12.8 ± 1.5 19.9±3.9 12.4±2.6 17.7±5.7 13.4±3.0 

1365 

This exp 1t 

15.5±3.6 

1605 

Schwartzc 

4.4±1.2 

A1 5.7±3.0 3.8±2.2 32.0±13.1 18.3±8.5 ' 8.1±15.9 23.3±9.7 1 9. 9 ± 11. 8 0.7 ± 6. 3 

~2: z"3.8±5.7 20.8 ±4.3 . 3.6±9.1 17.4±6.9 1.4±23.9 13.4 ± 11.6 7.0±11.8 12 ± 11 

... A 
. 3 -45.0±20.7 -40.7±14.1 -24.2±37.1 -33.5'±19.2 -36.8±22.8 49 ± 29 

. A4 :- --- . " ' ' 6 ± 15 
---

oA
5 

~· 
··1 ·; . 

-77 ± 29 

No. of events d 322 d d 44 78 5.0 117 
', 

'•. 

Normaliza·;,,x~265 ± 12 '248 265 ± 20 228 ± 16 228e 225e· 225e :::::: 121 
tiori fJ.b- . 

a.~ Refere:nce.1.Q.,,]·:·· ,, .~·;"':·---
b. ·Reference 11. ·. c\ 

c. Joseph Adam Schwartz, Associated Production from 1.5 to 2.4 BeV/c (P~. D. thesis), UCRL-11360, 

June 1964. ' 

d. Blankspaces indicate data not available• 

e. Not a measured cross section.(see text ) 
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Fig. 18. Polarization results. The values of O.:A_ P~ are plotted 
vs cosine of ~ 0 center-of-mass production angle. The • 
momentum interval is printed above each graph. Errors 
are the half-widths of the likelihood curves at 1/.f"e of 
the maximum heights of the curves. 



B. ·Polarization 

The ~ 0 polarization results are presented as aA P~ in 

Fig. 18(a) with the data divided into two production-angle bins and 

four momentum bins; Figure 18((h) shows the same data for three 
~· 

production-angle bins. The lower row of graphs in each figure (Sec-

tion .a and b) shows the same data with regrouping of momentum bins. 

Although the errors are large, there is more structure than 

would be expected from statistical fluctuations alone if the polariza

tion were small. In particular, asymmetry is noticeable, the polar::,.

iz·ation displaying sign changes between forward and backward hemi-

. spheres of ~ 0 production angle. This effect can be seen in Fig. 19, 

in:;which the difference, D..(aA P:E)' between aA~~ averaged over the 

forward production hemisphere and a A P.·~ averaged over the backward :r· .': · · 
production hemisphere is plotted as a function of beam momentum. 

Between 1200 and 1400 MeV I c, the function appears to go fro:tb ~ large 

negative value to a large positive value:and back to a large negative. 

value, reaching a maximum at about 1300 MeVIc. 

C. Discussion of Results 

The plots of cosine -series coefficients AL in the expansion 

dcr/dn = ·~·AL cosLe in Fig. 17 show that A 0 and A 2 are essentially 

constant, whereas a large A 3 appears suddenly at 1225 MeV I c and A 1 
. increases simultaneously. The coefficients remain approximately con- · 

stant to 1400 MeVIc; at 1605 MeVIc a large A 5 term has appeared and 

A 3 has changed sign. 

The differential cross sections a~ 1125 and 1170 MeVIc are well 

. fit by cosine-series terms to order 2, so they are· explainable by s and 

''·\ . 

. p waves alone. The sudden appearance at 1225 Me~/c of large A 3 and 

A 1 coefficients could be caused by interference of s -wave background with 

v.: 

• .. 

.... 
: ·. ·' 

··.i. 

.. the f 7 12 N):( ( 1920 MeV). This resonance is center'ed at 1480 MeV/ c in· , 

beam momentum ahd has a half-width of 200 MeV I c. The contribution 

of an s'~1 2 f7 12 term to the differential cross section is proportional to · .. 

3 cos e - 5 cos3 e, which is just about the proportion qf these terms 

added to the differential cross section between 1170 and 1225 MeVIc. 

Although it could be merely a statistical fluctuation, the rapid change 
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in polarization with beam momentum between 1200 and 1400 MeV I c 

suggested by the data of .Fig. 19 is at variance with this picture because 

the polarization should not change rapidly if the dominant interaction term 

consists of a slowly rising resonant amplitude interfering with a slowly 

·varying background term. 

The momentum dependence of .6.(aAP:E) in Fig. 19 suggests 

that at least one other strong amplitude is active near 1300 MeV I c. 

The existence of a large d 512 amplitude would fit the :E ° K 0 produc

tion data in several ways. The angular distribution at 1225 MeV I c 

would be explainable in terms of :p112d 512 interference, which gives 

the same angular distribution as s 112 f7 12 interference. Rapidly 

varying polarization could be more readily explained. The large 

cos 
5 

angular-distribution coefficient at 1605 MeV I c could be explainable· 

as interference of d 5l 2 with the 1920 MeV f7 12 
N>:< amplitude. The 

angular distributions obtained at 1325 and 1365 MeV I c are not ptecise 

enough to exclude a substantial A 5 coefficient of the sign found at 

1605 MeV I c because there is a strong negative correlation between, 

A 3 and A 5 in the coefficient error matrix. Interference of d 512 . 

and f7 12 
could thus already be present at 1325 and 1365 MeV I c. In 

any event at least four partial waves are evidently required to fit the 

available data; a conclusive phase-shift analysis in this momentum 

region will require more precise angular distributions and polar-

ization measurements and should, of course, include information 

from elastic scattering and other inelastic channels. 
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v ... CONCLUSIONS 

w·orld statistics on ~° K 0 production in the region 1200 to 1500 

MeV/c are weak; partly because the cross sectioriis low andpartly b.e.., 

cause. gamma rays are not detected in most hydrogen bubble chamber 

~° K 0 events. The ~A parity determinations to date agree but are 
7 8 -

not unchallengeable; ' there is little interest in this problem now, 

however, because of the measurements to date plus the successes 

of the group -symmetry theories that put ~ 0 and A 0 in the same 

supermultiplets with common parity. 

The -general problem of poor ~ ° K 0 statistics is probably 

soluble by a spark-chamber experiment in which the adder technique of 

this experiment is used despite the intense background encountered. 

Increasing the number of events by a factor of ten would justify such an 

experiment. The geometrical efficiency of this experiment was only 

~ 25% for complete events on the loose triggering mode (no UD cuunters), 

and gamma-conversion efficiency was only ~ 20o/o. The target depth 

could probably be doubled. The number of events could thus in principle 

be increased by a factor of 40 with a dispro-portionately small increase 

. in background. Better ·resolution and larger chambers might also save 

events with K~ decays. 

This experiment would have yielded twice the. number of ~ 0' s 

had loose triggering been used throughout, and could have yielded another 

factor of 1. 5 by the use of a larger inner chamber to improve resolution 

and scanning efficiency for neutral decays downstream of the target. 

Background triggers could have been reduced by ~ 30% by extensive 

anticoincidence counters around the insensitive solid angle, a measure 

that was not taken in the hope of resolvii{g events with a lost K 0 decay 

pion. 

A further significant improvement could have been obtained with 

a 270o (or 3/ 4) cylindrical spark chamber~ Such a chamber was con

structed and tested but was rejected because light-reflection attenuation·· 

was too high. Achieving better polish, e. g., by chrome plating, would 

make such a chamber feasible; track images would still be no worse 

then hyperbolic. 
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One could., however, do still better with a radically redesigned 

experiment. The use of streamer chambers would provide several. 

advantages; Their isotropic nature would avoid loss of resolution from ' 

tracks making oblique angles with the plates of ordinary spark chambers; 

this problem, important for large solid-angle detection, was noticed even 

with the cylindrical geometry of this experiment. Streamer chambers 

show no loss of efficiency for high-multiplicity tracks. When fine wire-. 

grid electrodes are used, streamer-chamber tracks can be photographed 

from any direction and even through other chambers.· 

Low light output is a disadvantage of stream~r chambers that 

may yield to study. Photographs are currently being taken at f/2. 5 

with± 0.2-mm track resolution in both directions. 
12 

Bubble-chamber measuring devices and event-p;rocessing codes 

are readily adaptable to streamer chambers with or without magnetic 

field. 
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. Calculation of the N~mber ofDalitz:Decays

·Required ·to Measu-re the "£A Parity 
,,:_ 

! ~ . 

.;., 

.. · 

-·,_·:. .•. 
·, ·.·: 

· __ , ·.'' ,.; .Dalitz pair decays <;>f:,the ~0 ha..;e been simuiated accordi~g to · • 

·· •. ;Eq. ,{1.5) by a Mo.nte Carl~-:~tbg~am. for the IBM '7094': :_The distribution 
'' .... 

. of likelihood ratios for experiments. containing as many ·as 200 events • 
• ' I . '"· ·. . ,· 

has. been o'btained for five values of sigma polarization. No approxi:,.o·~ 
. ,,...... . - . 

·· :m,ations were .made beyond the averaging used to obtain Eq. (15); how,.. 

•, .. ever,_· it has been assumed t}lat the sigmap_olarization arid all angles 
'· ., 

.·.· are~known exactly. 
·. ··,. ~ 

· Random-number generation of four .angles _per ·event is sufficient. 
. ... 

. . . . . ~ ~ 

, to determine the event: the decay cosine. of (P"£, k .L\) and ~he orienta-
. - -

.... -tionangle of the Dalitz plane determine_ P.L\ by Eq. (15); the decay cosine, .. · .. 

-.-.[distributed acco.rding to Eq. (12)]_ and the azimuthal orientati~n of the · ~ '-·- · 
-+ 

lambda-decay plane/determine - :K'!T. The likelihood function is._ 

/ . --~= T( < 1 .· .· - k. ) \J..... i :· + fl;A P A .• · 'IT 

and the likelihood ratio is 

where the -and+ refer to the even and -cidd parity choices of.Eq. (15). 

The events were g~nerated according. to :the :even-pa·rity choice. · · · 

- The median1o~arithm of the lik~lihood rati~ vs the number of < 
eve.nts N in th~ samples is plotted as the central cu-rve in each section 

of Fig. 20. (A s~parate graph is p.resented for each of five values of ·• 

· ::P"£.) The probability of the .result of an"experiment failing within the · 

. ;:' 

' .... 

: . . 

··; 

_envelope equals the odds against exceeding one_ standard deviation. 

The curves are well repr-esented by the formula . ; 
... ·. 

.·'. ·p~ N ·.IN. 
Log R = -~·{20 ± ~ To ) , . ·· __ · .. : 

'.· .. ·. ;' _,· 
\ : .. '·: ' ~ ~~ ·:~ .. 

_Fo::ty~two thousand events were .generated ~nda~~lyze'ci for- -· 
t <0~ A~ : 

·- each1.:of th~ fi~e graphs. The ~o_mputer running time ;:vvas three minutes · 

per graph. 
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Fig. 20. Distribution of the logarithm of the likelihood ratio, R, 
expected for a "E.A parity measurement as a function of the 
number of events in the sample is given by the central 
curve. The rms spread in log10R for samples of N events 
is given by the vertical width of the envelope (distance 
between top and bottom curves). 
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